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Imagination can be stimulated by unusual encounters. Not just perhaps with old
friends or strangers with profound wisdom and insight, or famous people, but
also by chance discoveries. One such encounter has been of the final resting
place of a one-time slave. It ultimately was to pose the question: do slavish
thoughts enslave both master and slave?
In the parish of Hornsey in Northeast London is the Hornsey Tower churchyard.
The church, built around 1500 is gone now, probably as a result of Second
World War bombing, but the tower remains. It is located within a churchyard of
about four acres in size. The yard is only marginally well kempt but nonetheless,
is an otherwise quiet and peaceful oasis within a busy though fairly run down
part of the great metropolis.
In the southeast corner of the churchyard, sheltered within the shadow of old
beech trees is a row of great stone slabs. They have been removed from the
graves of the folk that they once commemorate. The slabs are unusual in that
most of the stonework in the churchyard has been removed and only this row
remains, other than the occasional monolith dotted randomly around the site.
Most churchyards are peaceful, notwithstanding
the occasional tragic tale evidenced by the
graves, but this row of stones had an element
that demanded a special attention. The row had
sadness about it, laid out as it was beneath the
trees with just the sunlight spotting through in
bright splashes wherever a break in the overhead
foliage permitted. It was tranquil, it was quiet and
for some reason, it was beckoning. The rows of
slabs might bring to mind that this was not a last resting place but a dormitory. It
seemed like a temporary resting place for souls waiting a new beginning. This
reflection may be that re-incarnation.
Most slabs were now illegible for they were a soft stone and weathered poorly,
but one in particular was exceptionally clear. Patently, it had not been
refurbished but the clarity of inscription seemed to be maintained deliberately by
an unseen hand for all to see. The inscription was in three parts.
“Harriet Long,
A native of Virginia
The Widow of Joseph Selden
Lieutenant Colonel of the Army of the United States,
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and the Wife of George Long
Died at Highgate on the 18th day of June 1841
In the 40th year of her age.”
There followed an inscription in Latin that in rudimentary style was translated
and is referenced in the postscript to this essay. The final inscription however, is
what stimulates the imagination so.
“Jacob Walker, a native of Virginia
In America the faithful slave.
In England the faithful servant
of
Harriet and George Long
and an honest man.
Died at Highgate
On the 12th August 1841
In the 40th year of his age.”

It was enough to put minds in a spin and thought processes into shock. There
was so much information here in just these words of English. There are so many
permutations and combinations of fact and possibility. The list of questions
arising from this eight foot by four foot slab is unending.
What was a former slave doing in England in 1841?
What was the relationship between the now servant and mistress?
Why they both are commemorated in the same grave?
Where is George Long, Harriet’s second husband buried?
Were Jacob and Harriet lovers?
What a coincidence that they both died at 40 and within 9 weeks of each other.
(Discoveries later, during a Latin translation, revealed a greater coincidence
still).
*****
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The last great Anglo Saxon bishop in England was Wulfstan, Bishop of
Worcester who lived between 1008 and 1095. He is remembered for many
things, notably as St Wulfstan, but also for the banishment of slavery from
Bristol.
It has been observed that for evil to flourish good men only need do nothing.
Whatever the cause, between the late eleventh and the late eighteenth
centuries a prosperous slave trade had developed in England, and a centre of
that trade was Bristol.
It was the Mansfield judgement in 1772 that ruled on the
case of a runaway slave, James Somersett, and said that
"as soon as any slave sets foot upon English territory, he
becomes free." Henceforth slavery was banned in England.
In 1776 William Wiberforce and colleagues, taking the lead
from Granville Sharpe who was instrumental in James
Somersett’s victory, became leading lights in the abolitionist
movement that was strongly supported by Quakers. In
1807 the trade in slaves was banned in England. It had
taken 35 years to move from banning the evil of slave
William Wilberforce
ownership in England to outlawing their trade in England.
This had been “offshore investment” at its most hideous.
Even so, it was not until 1833 that slavery was banned throughout the realm of
Victoria and became illegal in that empire upon which the sun never set. Now
perhaps, was the time for congratulations and thanks from and to one’s peers,
for the achievement of this great ‘Human Rights’ piece of legislation. But were
the congratulations appropriate? Is the veneration in which Wilberforce and
colleagues are held undermined by the lack of awareness of slavery in its many
forms today? Has not sycophantic lip service to these great men’s’
achievements served as a poor substitute for vigilance?
If Wulfstan’s works achieved sainthood for him, yet still his ban on slavery was
gradually overridden in the times to come, then may it also be not just possible,
but probable, that slavery should return to the UK?
Wilberforce’s was a great achievement. However, it took fifty-one years for the
moral righteousness of the Mansfield Judgement to be implemented in an
adequate number of laws throughout the empire. This half-century of campaign
and lobbying was eventually successful against the forces of commercial
interest, traditionalists and worst of all complacency.
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Wulfstan’s great instruction was eventually overridden though probably it
occurred by default rather than design. It would seem even now, at the
beginning of the twenty-first century that slavery is, yet again, making inroads
and gaining a form of acceptance within our society. A reflection on Harriet and
Jacob’s tombstone shows that, whatever the achievement of Wilberforce and
company, there was sufficient residual complacency within the general populace
for the employment of former slaves still to be tolerated in England.
It was on the 10th December 1948 that the General Assembly
of the United Nations adopted and proclaimed the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights by resolution 217A (iii). Article 4
of that declaration is as follows: “No one shall be held in
slavery or servitude; slavery and the slave trade shall be
prohibited in all their forms.” One has to question the
progress of humanity if the empire that spanned a quarter of the world had so
little influence that a century after it banned slavery it was still necessary for the
rest of the world to make its declaration via the United Nations.
So it was that in 1841 a recently deceased person was affectionately
remembered as an honest man and servant in England. Harriet was an
American citizen and slavery was tolerated in America. One
could be troubled by the thought that although affectionately
remembered as a servant, Jacob Walker was still a slave in all
but name. It was not until the American Civil War a quarter of
a century later that the abolitionists’ cause was introduced on
the Union side. This was a political device that was ultimately
successful in the winning of the war. Slavery was abolished
afterwards but cultural aspects remained in America and
certainly gave rise to significant public awareness espoused
Martin
Luther-King
so passionately in the 1960’s by Martin Luther King. Could not
therefore, a residual semblance of slavery still have existed at this early period
of Victoriana?
The UK population has been fairly well protected both from the immediate and
secondary realities of slavery. The practice however, is an insidious obscenity
as it is in the nature of human kind to abuse itself with reckless concern for its
consequences and the morrow. The ill effects of slavery in its several forms are
growing within our society. What is slavery but the removal of one person’s
choice of life and direction at the decree or whim of another? It is with us in
many guises and economically it is an ever-present threat.
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The tragedy of the cockle pickers in Morecambe Bay in 2004 may cause many
to question the degree of freedom those persons actually had over their lives.
News reports indicate that they had found themselves in a plight that caused
them to live away from their families, in grossly overcrowded housing with poor
sanitation. They worked difficult hours with inadequate health and safety
provision and at appalling wages. Was not their freedom effectively removed?
What is the term historically given such persons? They used to be called slaves.
Now they are called illegal immigrants but, by and large, society would rather
call them nothing at all and would rather know nothing of them.
When folk wonder around supermarkets and chain
Might it not be
stores, cosseted in air-conditioned comfort and relaxing
music it is easy to remain unaware of the chains of contended that
supply that put products before them. They may care slavery begets
not for the complaisant pressures of competition that slavery?
force wages below subsistence levels. It is accepted
without question that prices are, and should be, brought down.
Is it complacent or hypocritical to browse at leisure giving not a thought to such
issues? The sweatshops of the third world are a long way away. The inhuman
working conditions and lengthy hours are just a faint level of awareness. Even
cockle picker deaths have minimal impact because most are not cockle eaters,
and anyway, there will be further news items tomorrow to erase the memory.
Nonetheless the abomination of slavery, in whatever its horrible form, is at risk
of increase.
Might it not be contended that slavery begets slavery?
Slavery exists in many forms, and just as one may choose to be watchful for
overt signs of social injustice may one not also need to be equally as vigilant for
more hidden but pernicious ones? A few months following the Morecambe Bay
disaster there was, yet again, a major rescue operation there. In excess of forty
persons needed help from air-sea rescue teams when, in dire circumstances,
their sea/sand tractors with trailers became unserviceable several miles away
from shore out on the sands. This emergency was even more self-imposed than
before. The commercial competition to secure the best cockle sites resulted in
one gang of pickers using physical means to secure
‘their’ cockle ground. The resulting melee
incapacitated their vehicles to the extent that they
needed emergency services to avoid being over-run
by advancing tides.
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Our society amongst other things has been founded upon free enterprise and
commercialism. Social structures have been founded upon the demand and the
supply of goods and services thought necessary for our existence and the
quality of life we seek to enjoy. Commercial competition is therefore accepted as
a “fact of life”. Nonetheless, in the pursuit of a quality of life for some, has the
same concern for others been ignored?
That society aspires to a secure and comfortable quality of life is reasonable.
But how much of that aspiration arises from real physical or intellectual needs
and how much from the pressures of a modern society? How willing are people,
and how knowing are they of the degree to which they surrender their choices
on what is needed to sustain them in preference for choices of a more
superficial kind?
It is very easy to be beguiled by desirability. The obsession with possession, the
need to have the latest fashion, whether clothes, gadget or logo, or the need to
portray a material status of equal or superior standing to one’s neighbours is,
sadly, a terribly strong driving force for so much of what occurs within our
society.
The surrendering of one’s free will to the insatiate demand for
transient frivolity might well be the bedrock of slavery.
Encouraged by hoardings, newspapers and television
advertisements as well as much of popular culture and
entertainment it is too easy to succumb to the belief that “We
really need that ……..”
Desires imprison those who entertain them. Slavish thoughts
instil slavish demands and these initiate chains of supply. The
potential for chains to start with an abused labour supply
(modern day slaves), and end with the enslaved (modern day consumers), is
therefore huge.
******
The Fair Trade Scheme, and others referenced later endeavour to provide good
treatment to workers via fair prices for products. Its efforts are directed primarily
toward third world and underdeveloped countries that otherwise, via
circumstance or complacency, people would pay little heed to.
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Some organisations exist to promote enterprise and ethical investment in
businesses that are cognisant of the needs of their workforce, their suppliers
and their right for a fair quality of life. A short list is also given later.
Regardless of the need for such schemes however, the spirit of Jacob
Walker and the ethos of his employment may still live on. The spirit
and good works of Wulfstan and William Wilberforce could also live via
The Fair Trade Schemes and Ethical Investment practices.
Wulfstan’s success was due to his conviction and his power, but that died with
him in 1095. Wilberforce’s success was due to his compassion, energy and the
people who, when called upon, cast their vote in his direction but they also have
passed on. Their work will continue only via consumers and how they choose to
spend or invest their money.
Many like to think that slavery is dead and gone. Were it to be so, then the
inscription on its tombstone might be:
Servilis cognitatio in servitutem ambo dominus et servus.
Slavish thoughts enslave both master and slave.
However, slavery is not dead, it is not gone and it never will be unless the link
between desire and complaisance can be broken. The relationship between
needing and wanting and the consequences of both upon sources of supply
must, one day, be fully understood by consumers. Until then, whether on
tombstone or as a mission statement prior to a foray in the next shopping
centre, might it not be true that slavish thoughts enslave both the master and the
slave?

Stephen Feltham
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POSTSCRIPT

Early in this pamphlet there was a reference to a Latin inscription. It is as follows: LUXOCULIX RIDENS MAJESTAS FRONTE SERE_A FULGEBAT TOTO SUAVIS
ABORE DECO_ PAR ANIMUS FORME GRANDES IN PECTORE VIRES CASTA
FIDES DIETAS INGENIUMQUE SIMUL
Translation has proven difficult because at the time of its writing Victorians waxed lyrical on
romantic themes and in consequence often perverted the classical rules of grammar
associated with the ancient language with which they wished to record their sentiments.
Nonetheless, with best endeavours, the following translation has been derived:
“Light smiles majestically upon the face of the illustrious and so many pleasures (are)
miscarried in propriety; but equal minds are great in heart and strength when born on the
same day, (and are) chaste in honour.”
One could surmise that Harriet and Jacob, being born on the same day but at different ends
of the social scale and community structure had, regardless of these differences, bonded in a
spirit that was to develop in childhood and extend to the end of their days.
Their relationship was acknowledged and respected by a well-to-do Victorian society, known
for its social strictures and the importance it placed upon the outward signs of propriety and
moral behaviour. Their friends and associates felt so moved to honour the purity and fastness
of their friendship that they commissioned for time immemorial the inscriptions for their shared
monumental masonry.

SAF
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Post post-script

Complaisance
Command of self and circumstance may be without all, when
Omission and self-servitude is one’s behavioural lot. Though
Many aspire a higher plain and lofty intellectual peaks, they fall; for
Pleasure, desire, want and demand become their constraining knot.
Look where you will, and what you wish can be supplied,
And give not a thought to source or servant or how or whence it came; but
Imbibe those voices that condone and fawn and feed and guide
Slavishly your thoughts and actions in unknowing service to masters with a different
Aim. Their path may not be your every satisfaction but other causes with strong link
Nefariously, to their material advancement at cost of dignity and respect.
Compassion for fellow human beings, are virtues they unthink.
Enmeshed as they are, in serfdom’s complaisance and servitude that they affect.

Stephen Feltham
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The Fairtrade Foundation was established in 1992 by CAFOD,
Christian Aid, New Consumer, Oxfam, Traidcraft and the World
Development Movement. These founding organisations were later
joined by Britain's largest women's organisation, the Women's
Institute. The Fairtrade label is found on supermarket products,
especially tea & coffee. Visit www.fairtrade.org.uk

2

Traidcraft is the UK's leading fair trade organisation; it works
with more than 100 producer groups in over 30 countries
around the world. What unites every area of our work is our
mission to fight poverty through trade. Visit www.traidcraft.co.uk

3

The British Association for Fair Trade Shops (BAFTS) is a
network of independent Fair Trade or World Shops across the UK
BAFTS is an information, support and organisation for its members.
§ We promote Fair Trade retailing in the UK
§ We seek to raise the profile of Fair Trade on the High Street
§ We are a link between Fair Trade shops who adhere to
agreed Criteria
BAFTS are a full participating member of the Network of European
World Shops. Visit www.bafts.org.uk

4

The Ethical Investment Research Service provides the
independent research into corporate behaviour needed by ethical
investors to enable them to make informed and responsible
investment decisions. Visit www.eiris.org

5

Ethical Investors Group has been set up to provide a specialist
financial advice service to all those who care about their world and
its preservation, and wish to extend this philosophy to all areas of
their lives. Visit http://ethicalinvestors.co.uk

6

The Ethical Investment Association (EIA) is a nationwide body
of independent financial advisers (IFAs), which aims to facilitate
the promotion of ethical investment by its members, and to set
standards in the ethical investment industry.
Members agree to abide by a code of conduct and to engage in a
continued programme of training and development in the field of
ethical investment. Visit http://www.ethicalinvestment.org.uk/
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